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Motivating Questions

1. Do the identification mechanisms used by humans and DCNNs converge for 
certain image classes?

2. Is there a relationship between these image classes and the labels assigned 
to fooling images?



Deep Neural Networks are Easily Fooled (Nguyen et al. 2014)

- A fooling image is an image that 
state-of-the-art neural nets classify 
with a high degree of confidence as 
one thing, whereas a human 
observer would find the image 
unrecognizable



Exploring DCNN Features via Signal-Energy Reduction (Kraft 
2016)



Signal-Reduction Algorithm



Experiment Idea



Acoustic Guitar + Russian Wolfhound Minimal-Energy Images



Two Explanations

1. The network is tuned to identify many specific types of dogs so it has more 
units dedicated to this image type than others (i.e. it is less overfit so therefore 
harder to fool)

2. There are so many dog classes that the EA has trouble finding an image that 
scores high in a specific category but low in related categories



Russian Wolfhounds versus Irish Wolfhounds



Acoustic Guitar Synset



Labelling of Minimal-Energy Images: Russian Wolfhound



Labelling of Minimal-Energy Images: Acoustic Guitar
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